We characterize and classify rank-one symmetric spaces by two axioms on R( , v)v , the Jacobi part of the curvature tensor.
1. Introduction. In his book [3] , Chavel gave a beautiful account of the rank-one symmetric spaces from a geometric point of view up to the classification of them, which he left for the reader to pursue as a matter in Lie group theory. The purpose of this paper is to extend ChaveΓs approach to fill in this last step by classifying these spaces, on the Lie algebra level, based on geometric considerations.
To be more precise, for each unit vector v , define the Jacobi operator K v = R( , υ)υ, where R(X, Y)Z denotes the curvature tensor. Then for a compact rank-one symmetric space one notes that (1) K v have two distinct constant eigenvalues (1 & 1/4) for all v if the space is not of constant curvature, and (2) E\(υ) 9 the linear space spanned by v and the eigenspace of K v with eigenvalue 1 is the tangent space of a totally geodesic sphere of curvature 1 (a projective line in fact) through the base point of υ , and consequently E\(w) = E\(υ) whenever w is in E\ (v) . These two properties will be adapted in the next section as two axioms, and we will prove then that they turn out to characterize locally rank-one symmetric spaces. Indeed, motivated by [5] and [8] , we prove that the curvature tensor, under the two axioms, induces a certain Clifford module, from which the curvature components and the dimension of the space can be read off. It then follows that the space must be locally rank-one symmetric, and the list of such spaces falls out in a natural way.
We would like to mention that there is another interesting geometric classification of the compact symmetric spaces by Karcher [11]. Karcher's construction of the Cayley plane rests on some intriguing properties of isoparametric submanifolds and he has to assume the space is symmetric of positive curvature for the classification, whereas all our results follow from the the two axioms and the technique requires essentially no rίiore than linear algebra. Our analysis reveals by 32 QUO-SHIN CHI fairly simple constructions why such spaces are closely related to the four standard algebras R, C, H, and the Cayley algebra Ca.
This paper is part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation. He would like to thank Professor Bob Osserman for direction and encouragement, and Professor Hans Samelson for discussions.
2.
A curvature characterization of locally rank-one symmetric spaces.
We start out with two axioms. (v) .
Proof. Since y is perpendicular to E c (v) and since E c (w) = E c (v) for all unit w in E c (v) by the second axiom above, one sees that K w (y) = by for all such w, which in turn implies K y (w) = bw hence E c (y) is perpendicular to E c (v) .
Proof. For (i), one considers w = (x\ +xj)l\JΪ. One has K w (y) = by since w is in E c {x). This implies (i) by expanding To prove (ii), let w = (y + z)/y/2. One has K x (w) = bw since -K"jc(y) = &y and K x (z) = bz; hence Λ^(.x) = bx, which gives, after expanding K w (x),
This same relation holds if we cyclically permute x, y, z. Now the first Bianchi identity finishes the proof. The proof of (iii) is similar to that of (ii). D Now (2) is nothing but
It follows that y = £-c Ax and
Since the null space under consideration has dimension τ and x and y are τ x 1 matrices, one concludes that A 1 Ax = {^ψ) 2 x for all τx 1 matrices x perpendicular to XQ , meaning \\R(x, )>o)*oll = ^7^ Now the lemma follows by noting that R(XQ , x)yo = -2R(x, yo)xo by Lemma 2. D From now on we normalize the metric so that (y) , which has dimension τ+1, is a Clifford C τ module induced by the operators //. Hence τ = 1, 3, or 7 (cf. [10] ).
Proof. Notation is as in Proposition 1. Let
To prove the second statement, first note that dimM = (τ+ l)s for some s since We now make a convention that if 0 < a, /? < τ, we denote by α/? the number ±7 such that ±e y = e α^, where eι 's are the basis elements in the standard multiplication tables for the three algebras above (cf. [13] ). Also denote X-a = -X a for vectors with subscripts. 
. Let M be a Riemannian manifold. If for every geodesic r(t) the operator K v with v = r(t) is parallel then the entire curvature tensor is parallel along r(t) and M is locally symmetric.
Proof. See [2] . D Proof of Theorem 1. Here in this proof x 0 a s in Lemma 6 is tangent to the geodesies emanating from p e U. Let XQ !9 x\, ... , x τ ; yo 9 y\ 9 ? 7τ ZQ 9 ... be as in the previous lemma. We only have to show that in view of the proof of Lemma 6. Hence (V x R)(xt, Xo, xo, yo) = 0 > and the space is locally symmetric; therefore it must be of rank one by the constancy of eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator K υ . D 3. Lie algebra classification of rank-one symmetric spaces. Our analysis has been based primarily on Lemma 4, where the curvature structure of the space under consideration was partially displayed. Using Lemma 2, Lemma 7 and Corollary 1 in this section, which give explicitly all the curvature components in their full generality, it will then be a straightforward matter, with the aid of the fact that the Lie algebra of the isotropy group of a symmetric space is the linear span of all R(x, y) at the origin (cf. [9] ), to write down the Lie algebra structure of the space to see that a compact symmetric space of rank one must necessarily be either a sphere or one of the projective spaces. We shall thus be brief, and leave the details to the reader.
Let On the other hand, R(x a ,Xβ)ysβ e £c(j>o) and R(ys a >yδβ)Xβ ê c( ^o) by (ii) of Lemma 2. Hence comparing both sides of (10) (l)). On the other hand let the type number τ = 7 so that M p = E c (xo)®E c (yo) with dim M p = 16 corresponding to the Cayley algebra Ca. Recall that if we denote by e$, e\, ... , e% the generator of C$, the Clifford algebra of rank 9, then the Lie algebra of Sρin (9) is linearly spanned by e §ei and etβj for all 1 < / < j < 8. In view of this it is also easy to see that e^βi and e^ej correspond to ϋ(jto,)>i) and R(xo, yi)R(xo, yj) respectively, so that the isotropy algebra of the space is o{9) and Lemma 7 gives explicitly the irreducible representation of o{9) on Then ^=^00^0^20^3 has the property that [^0, &ΐ\ c 3i, and \3i, 3fj\ c % > where 1 < i, , fc < 3, and i, j, k are mutually distinct. In other words ^ is ^4 [13] , and the symmetric pair is C/4 9 o{9)). Conversely it is well known that such symmetric pairs give rise to the symmetric spaces of rank one. Lastly, we would like to mention a conjecture of Bob Osserman, which states that nonzero R( ,v)υ having constant eigenvalues with fixed multiplicities for all unit υ characterizes locally rank-one symmetric spaces [5] . It follows from Theorem 1 that this conjecture would be true if the curvature condition in the conjecture would imply the two axioms in §2.
Added in proof.
Recently the author received a preprint by Z. I. Szabό and P. B. Gilkey, entitled "A simple topological proof that two-point homogeneous spaces are symmetric", in which an elegant proof of what the title addresses is given. Szabό and Gilkey's result together with the characterization and classification of rank-one symmetric spaces in our paper furnish a geometric-topological understanding of two-point homogeneous spaces.
